Fetal heart rhythms during behavioural state 1F.
Behavioural state 1F (quiet sleep) of the term fetus is defined on the basis of absence of eye and body movements, and the presence of a specific heart rate pattern (FHRP A), characterized by a stable heart rate with a small oscillation bandwidth. In the present paper the fetal heart rate pattern was studied in 39 enclosed periods with absence of fetal eye and body movements. In 37 periods the heart rate pattern met the criteria of FHRP A. Within FHRP A various distinct types of heart rhythm could be distinguished related to presence of breathing or regular mouthing and complete absence of movements. The bandwidth in the various heart rhythms differed significantly and was largest during breathing movements. During regular mouthing an oscillatory pattern was present with a frequency similar to the frequency of the clusters of mouthing movements. In 2 periods the heart rate deviated from the definition for FHRP A, i.e. a sinusoidal-like rhythm associated with sucking movements. These observations demonstrate the strong association between the fetal heart rate pattern and fetal movements during behavioural state 1F.